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Design more quickly.
El Dorado County Department of
Transportation uses AutoCAD Civil 3D
to fast-track roadway redesign.

When we were evaluating
utility configurations, Civil
3D helped us turn weeks
of work into a three-tofour-hour project. It was
just a matter of moving
the necessary elements
until the design was
optimized.
—Steven McVey
Principal Engineering Technician
El Dorado County Department of
Transportation
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Project Summary
Stretching from the suburbs of Sacramento to the
waters of Lake Tahoe, El Dorado County, California,
contains more than 1,100 roadway miles spread
over some of the state’s most diverse terrain. The
El Dorado County Department of Transportation
(EDCDOT) manages these roads and highways, performing ongoing maintenance, improvements, and
construction, while meeting California’s stringent
safety and environmental standards. To better serve
its constituents, the department recently began to
explore building information modeling (BIM), an
integrated process that enables civil engineers to
create coordinated, accurate digital models of transportation infrastructure projects early in the design
process. EDCDOT engineers hoped to use these
models to more quickly model and analyze multiple
design scenarios, thereby minimizing time-consuming and costly errors, while improving overall design
quality and project completion time. After careful
review, the EDCDOT adopted AutoCAD® Civil 3D®
software—a BIM solution from Autodesk built
specifically for civil-engineering design, analysis,
and simulation.

The Challenge
One of the department’s primary projects with the
new software was to complete a series of modifications to a road-design project in Cameron Park, a
small, but rapidly growing, mountain community in
the foothills of the Sierras. Nearby commercial and
residential development had resulted in a measurable increase in traffic congestion, road use, and
accidents on one of the town’s roads. The EDCDOT
was tasked with widening the road and adding traffic signals. Initially, using traditional 2D methods, a
consultant created hard copies of the bid set drawings. However, during the review process—and with
the deadline looming—the department determined
that it needed to incorporate significant additional
grading and utility work. “Using traditional methods
to evaluate the feasibility of those changes would
have taken me weeks, if not months,” says Steven
McVey, EDCDOT principal engineering technician.
“We would not have been able to make our deadline
at the end of the 2009 construction season.”

Civil 3D enabled designers to make changes and more quickly
see their impact on right-of-way boundaries and utilities.
The Solution
That is when department engineers decided to
accelerate the redesign process with help from Civil
3D. Using the original 2D drawings as a starting
point, the engineers more quickly built a 3D model
of the existing roadway corridor. The engineers used
this model as the foundation for multiple roadway
design scenarios.
The dynamic nature of Civil 3D enabled them to adjust
design elements within each scenario and more quickly
see the impact of those changes on the surrounding
right-of-way boundaries, trees, and utilities. As a result,
the engineers were better able to select the most
effective alternatives quickly. “For example, when we
were evaluating utility configurations, Civil 3D helped
us turn weeks of work into a three-to-four-hour project,” says McVey. “It was just a matter of moving the
necessary elements until the design was optimized,
staying within right-of-way and easements and avoiding environmental considerations.”
Make Last-Minute Changes
Once the department had verified the feasibility of
the proposed modifications, a local utility company
requested a study of suitable locations for additional
utility poles at the site. “We needed to locate the
poles as far from the modifications as possible, while
avoiding adjacent private property,” says McVey.
If the team members were using a traditional process, this type of late request would have resulted
in unacceptable delays. However, using Civil 3D,
the engineers moved the poles within the model to

help determine the best solution. “I could immediately see any conflict with the pole, line, and new
grading,” says McVey. When some of the engineers
wanted to view cross sections of the proposed locations, McVey automatically generated them from
the Civil 3D model.
The model also enabled the engineers to evaluate the accuracy of the original 2D plans. In some
cases, the engineers used what they learned from
the model to tweak the grading to better fit the
location. “Civil 3D helped us create a higher-quality
design and reassure the County Board that the proposed modifications would actually work,”
says McVey.
The Result
With help from Civil 3D, the EDCDOT engineers
determined that they could complete the utility
relocation within the 2009 construction season and
retain the construction schedule for overall project
improvements. “We were able to incorporate all
of the new design work into the original plans and
send them out to bid on schedule,” says McVey. As a
result, the EDCDOT completed the utility relocation by the end of the 2009 season, helping enable
the project to stay on schedule for construction
in early 2010. Many other county Departments of
Transportation are seeing similar results, using Civil
3D and other Autodesk BIM solutions to help finish
road and highway projects more quickly and affordably throughout California.
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For more information, visit www.autodesk.com/
civil3d.
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Civil 3D helped us create a higher-quality design and
reassure the County Board that the proposed modifications
would actually work.
—Steven McVey
Principal Engineering Technician
El Dorado County Department of Transportation
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